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Q1. (A.B p21) Complete the sentences with words formed from the words in brackets.  

1- The Middle East is famous for the _________________ of olive oil. (produce)  

2- Ibn Sina wrote ___________________ textbooks. (medicine)  

3- Fatima al-Fihri was born in the ________________century. (nine)  

4- My father bought our house with an _______________ from his grandfather.  (inherit)  

5- Scholars have discovered an ______________ document from the twelfth century. (origin)  

6- Do you think the wheel was the most important________________ ever?  (invent)  

7- Al-Kindi made many important mathematical___________________.  (discover)  

8- Who was the most___________________ writer of the twentieth century?  (influence) 

Key answer (1-production, 2-medical, 3-ninth, 4-inheritence, 5-original, 6-invention, 7-discovery/ies, 8- 

influential) 

Q2. (A.B. p31) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets.  

1- One of the most important things that we give children is a good ________________. (educate)  

2- If you work hard, I’m sure you will ______________. (success)  

3- Congratulations! Not many people ________________ such high marks. (achievement) 

4- My father works for an___________________ that helps to protect the environment.  (organise)   

5- It’s amazing to watch the____________________ of a baby in the first year of life. (develop) 

Key answer (1-education, 2-succeed, 3-achieve, 4-organisation, 5-development) 

Q3. (A.B. p36) Complete the table with the correct form of the words. The first one is done for you. Then, use 

some of the words to complete the sentences. 

Verb Noun 

circulate circulation 

……………………… dehydration  

advise ……………………… 

……………………… revision 

concentrate ……………………… 

1- I’m confused. Could you give me some ______________, please?  

2- Before an exam, you must _______________everything you’ve learnt.  

3- In hot weather our bodies are in danger of________________ .  

4- Don’t talk to the driver. He must _______________. 

5- How quickly does blood _________________ round the body? 

Key answer A (dehydrate, advice, revise, concentration, circulate) 

Key answer B (1-advice, 2-revise, 3-dehydration, 4-concentrate, 5-circulate) 

Q3. (A.B. p44) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets.  

1- Before you apply for a job, check that you have the correct _____________.  (qualify)  

2- The company is pleased with your work and is happy to give you a ______________. (recommend)  

3- Congratulations on a very ________________ business deal. (succeed)  

4- We should always be ready to listen to good_______________(advise)  

5- My father often talks about what he did in his ________________. (young)  

6- It’s important to have an ______________ of different countries’ customs. (aware) 

Key answer (1-qualifications, 2-recommendation, 3-successful, 4-advice, 5-youth, 6-awarness) 


